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Summary
That’s it for the Mission Demolition prototype. In just one chapter, you’ve made a physics-based game like Angry Birds that you can continue
to improve and expand on your own. This and all of the following tutorials are really meant to be frameworks on top of which you can build
whatever game you want, and there are a ton of additional features you could add, some of which include the following:
1. Use PlayerPrefs to store the best score on each level as was done in Apple Picker.
2. Make the castle parts out of various materials, some of which would have more or less mass. Some materials could even break if
struck hard enough.
3. Show lines for multiple previous paths rather than just the most recent one.
4. Use a Line Renderer to draw the rubber band of the slingshot.
5. Implement actual parallax scrolling on the background clouds, and add more background elements like mountains or buildings.
6. Limit the number of shots so that the player loses the level if she doesn’t hit the goal in only 3 shots. Adding risk like this increases
the tension and excitement in the game.
7. Anything else that you want!
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